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ABSTRACT: This study aims to spot the inflation – generating expenses. The expenses items are represented by series of 
prices statistical indexes. We are going to determine the series of gaps on these prices indexes. We will afterwards study the 
data- generating process in the context of the ARCH model and the V-GARCH model. We will find out the following items 
(food, clothes and transports) as inflation- generating items. 
KEYWORDS: White noise, ARCH model, V-GARCH process, generator, inflation, statistical index. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
We will study the series of prices statistical indexes in the category of expenses items. The test, achieved on these series, 
enables us to spot inflation-generating items. 
2 CHOICE OF THE MODEL 
We will study the series of prices statistical indexes within the expenses items. These series may bring out temporal or 
instantaneous dependencies. Therefore, we will study these series of observations in the context of a V-GARCH model. The 
expenses items studied are the following: 
 
Expenses items  item i 
Food 1 
Housing 2 
Clothes 3 
Health care 4 
Transport 5 
Leisure and education 6 
 
In the category of expenses items, we will determine series of gaps of prices statistical indexes: 
.         
,, mtitt ppy −=
 
m=o, i. 
- itp ,   indicates the price index in the expenses item i. 
- 0,tp   represents the consumption prices index. 
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The variations of the new series, ty , enable us to compare the trajectories of both series,  
and  
,itp   0,tp  
The series  ty  is submitted, in terms of values and signs, to an instantaneous variability. 
In this context, the series studied, varies in risky way, at the proximity of fixed parameter: 
te+= it by  
i=1, 2,…, 6. 
[ ] ib=tyE           
The inflation-generating process is described by these gaps between  
and  
, jtp    ,mtp  
In another way, the series  ty  is not following the normal distribution. 
The skewness and kurtosis coefficients do not indeed belong to the proximity of the reference values: 
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Then:  
The series represents: 
- Leptokurtic aspect, 
- A quite high asymmetry coefficient, which is a sign of non-linearity. 
As a matter of fact: 
Expenses items 1 2 3 4 5 6 
∗s  
0.25 -1.08 0.58 1.05 0.94 -0.14 
   
∗k  2.32 4.52 3.64 9.32 3.52 2.16 
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We will take these series of gaps between  and  , jtp    ,mtp as patterns in the category of the six expenses items. 
Then, we will study in the context of ARCH pattern, the series of observations, ty   : 
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The parameters    explain the weight of the past in the conditional variance of disturbances. 
The model enables us to spot the inflation-generating items. We will,  here,  realize the ARCH test:   
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cH 0  indicates the complementary of  0H         . 
We will, afterwards, realize the following test: 
0:
0:H i0
≠
=
i
i
a
i
bH
b
 
i=1, 2,…, 6. 
This means to test: 
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     . 
Then, under 0:H i0 =ib , the series  ty  is following a process of white noise. 
It is then the chocks symmetry hypothesis in the prices series. 
This hypothesis comes out to spot the series following a process of white noise in the category of expenses items. 
The alternative hypothesis enables us to spot the inflation-generating expenses if: 
- 0fib  
- ib  is significantly different of zero. 
As a matter of fact, this model enables us to spot the inflation-generating items thanks to the sign and significance on the 
parameter,  ib . 
We will, afterwards, that study these series of gaps in the context of the V-GARCH model. 
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The series available may bring out temporal or instantaneous dependencies. 
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The choice of the V-GARCH model is dictated by the two first conditional moments of the process studies: 
  
[ ] 0,/ =〈tseeE st  
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tH  is a square matrix of order  N. It is the matrix of the conditional covariances of the disturbances. 
We will here study the signs of the parameters 10b  and    20b  . 
The expenses item j is an inflation-generating item if : 
-  010 fb  
- The parameter   10b  is significantly different from zero. 
In this context, we will spot the item j as an inflation-generating item: 
- 010 fb  : 0,, tjt pp ≥  
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As a matter of fact, the expenses item j can be a first or a second- class inflation generator. 
We will then realize the test of significance on the parameters  10b  and 20b   : 
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s=1, 2. 
3 ESTIMATIONS 
We will approach the data- generating process with a whole class of models:  
3.1 ARCH(Q) MODEL  
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We will here achieve the test:  
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The disturbances are here following a process ARCH(1).  
Expenses items 
ibˆ  
1 
 
2,11 
(10,50) 
2 -9,07 
(-47,42) 
3 1,84 
(4,14) 
4 -0,37 
(-1,47) 
5 0,92 
(3,28) 
6 -1,98 
(-9,96) 
 
The numbers in brackets are the t of Student.   
The estimations are achieved on quarterly frequencies data corresponding to a period of observations between [1974 :1, 
2011 :4].  
:0ˆ fib  
The expenses item i is an inflation-generating item.  
Thus, the inflation – generating items are the following items: food, clothes and transport. 
The series available are then described in terms of increase rate.  
The gap between the two rates is interpreted as the gap between the rate in the expenses items i ( *
,itp ) and the 
inflation rate ( *0,tp ): 
**
,, otitt ppy −=  
i=1, 2,…,6 . 
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 m=0, i. 
The data-generating process is a conditionally heteroskedastic white noise process: 
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3.2 V-GARCH  MODEL 
 We will study, in the context of the V-GARCH model, the series of observations:   
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The vector of the dependent variables is then: 
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-Test of significance:  
We will here realize the test:  
0:H 100 =b  
cH 0aH =  
The parameter 10b  is significantly different from zero. 
-Signs of parameter 10b    and   20b    
The expenses item j is an inflation- generating item if the parameter 10b    has a positive sign. 
The price index in the expense items j, which is jtp , , is compared to  the price index of the expense item i ( itp , ) and to 
the consumption prices index  ( 0,tp ). 
a. Let us assume that: 
020 ≤b  
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The signs of the two parameters studied lead us to a double liaison: 
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Then :  
.      
,,0, itjtt ppp ≤≤  
The expenses items j  is a second-class inflation-generating item. 
             b. 020 ≥b  
If  020 ≥b  : .      ,,0, jtitt ppp ≤≤  
The expenses item  j  is a first-class inflation-generating. 
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This model enables us to spot food, clothes and transport as inflation-generating. 
The choice of estimations is dictated by the signs of parameters 10b  and   20b .  
The observations on the two interest variables, 
*
ty  and   
**
ty  , are conditionally the values of these parameters:  
0,,
*
tjtt ppy −=   
itjtt ppy ,,
**
−=
 
Expenses items 
j 
3 5 
i 
1 
( )54.3
61.1ˆ10 =b
( )28.2
55.1ˆ20
−
−=b
 
( )47.9
10.4ˆ10 =b
( )00.1
45.0ˆ20 =b
 
3 
 
( )05.4
78.1ˆ10 =b
( )05.4
78.1ˆ10 =b
( )00.2
54.1ˆ20 =b
 
 
The numbers in the brackets are the t Student.  
The results enable us to spot the first of the second-class inflation-generating expenses items. 
     
 (*)      .      ,,0, itjtt ppp ≤≤
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The item 5 is a first-class inflation-generating item. 
4 CONCLUSION 
We have hence realized series of gaps between series of prices statistical indexes in the category of expenses items. Then 
we have studied the data-generating process in the context of ARCH and V-GARCH models. The test on these series of 
observations enables us to spot food, clothes and transport as inflation-generating items. These items can be a first or a 
second-class inflation generating items. 
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